Master of Christian Studies Required Texts & References (online)

**MCS-500 Old Testament I**


**MCS-505 Old Testament II**


**MCS-510 New Testament I**


Strauss, Mark L. [https://vimeo.com/ondemand/fourportraitsonejesus](https://vimeo.com/ondemand/fourportraitsonejesus)

**MCS-515 New Testament II**


Or

**MCS-516 Survey of Church History**


**MCS-517 Spiritual Formation**


**MCS-520 Biblical Interpretation**


**MCS-535 Communicating Biblical Truth**


**MCS-536 Evangelism and Missions**


**MCS-538 Christian Leadership**


**MCS-545 Theology I**


**MCS-546 Theology II**
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